Did you Know that...

P R O D U C T C H A RT
MODEL

Catalogue No.

SOPRANO 3 7 7808-C15

We spend an average of 50 minutes
in the bathroom every day?
The bathroom is where people hate
to feel cold the most?

BB

Power
240 V
750 - 1 500 W

Height
cm in.

Width
cm in.

Depth
cm in.

22

32

12 1/2

14 5 1/2

8 1/2

CALYPSO 2

7825-C20

BB BM

1 000 - 2 000 W

41

16

31

12 1/4

14 5 1/2

SAMBA 2 8

7835-C20

BB

1 000 - 2 000 W

55

21 1/2

38

15

4.1 1 5/8

JAZZ 2

7618-C20

BB

1 000 - 2 000 W

61.5 24 1/4

54

20 1/8

22 8 5/8

OPERA SP
2 5 6

7720-C07

BB GR

750 W

100 39 1/2

25

10

17 7 3/4

7720-C12

BB GR

1 250 W

151 59 1/2

25

10

17 7 3/4

SP

1
2
3
4

The bathroom is the most important
feature in the resale value of a
house?

Color 1

Control panel designed to accept the 7392 Programmer module.
Color: BB = white; BM = mimetic white (off-white); GR = greige USA: Calypso available in white only.
Compatible with the Programmer system.
Not compatible with the Programmer system.
Not compatible with the Programmer system. For use with 120 V outlets. CSA- and UL-listed.
USA: Add letter "A" before catalogue number, for example, A7825-C20 (UL-listed).

MODEL

Catalogue No.

Color 1

Power
240 V

Height
cm in.

Width
cm in.

DIVA 2

7646-C15

BB

Radiant heat: 500 W
Radiant heat
and hot air: 1500 W

107

42

47

BOLÉRO 2

7659-C20

BB

2 000 W

147.2

Depth
cm in.

18 1/2

15 5 3/4

58

42.9 16 5/8

16.8 6 3/8
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BB

750 - 1 500 W

22

8 1/2

32

12 1/2

14 5 1/2

CALYPSO 4

7825-B15

BB

750 - 1 500 W

41

16

31

12 1/4

14 5 1/2

JAZZ 4

7618-B15

BB

750 - 1 500 W

54

20 1/8

22 8 5/8

5
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8

61.5 24 1/4

Towel bars sold separately.
Depth calculated from the corner.
Wattage can be selected at the time of installation. Convectair recommends the installation
of a wall timer (sold separately). Consult your electrical contractor.
Visible thickness: 15/8" (4.1 cm). Total thickness: 45/8" (11.8 cm).

7392 Programmer System Module: Comfort à la carte
Designed to fit in the control panel of any Alto, Mezzo, Solo, Allegro, Tenor, Opera and Allegro Duo heater, the
7392 module is an easy way to manage your home heating while ensuring better energy efficiency and ideal comfort.

22 °

Heating requirements are different in the bathroom than in the rest of the house. Convectair
has developed an entire heating line with you in
mind: all Convectair units meet your comfort
needs and enhance your bathroom decor.
Whether you choose a simple timer-equipped
fan heater for quick heating or a more sophisticated model with radiant heat, hot-air
circulation and towel-warming features, with
Convectair, you’ll bask in extraordinary comfort.
Say goodbye to bathroom shivers for good!

Now comes the hard part:
choosing!

20 °
18 °
Built-in electronic thermostat
Mechanical wall thermostat

Temperature swings are limited to give
you significant savings and optimal
comfort. A conventional fan-forced or
baseboard heater with a mechanical
wall thermostat allows wide temperature swings of 9°F to 13°F (4°C to 6°C).

The built-in electronic thermostat is one of Convectair’s
major advantages, regulating the temperature to within
one-fifth of a degree. There’s no need to readjust the temperature to accommodate the ups and downs of the outside
temperature. Set your comfort level once and for all, and
leave the rest to Convectair. Your heaters will maintain the
gentle, even temperature you want.

WA R R A N T Y
• 2 years against all defects
• 5 years on heating elements
All Convectair products are covered by a double
warranty: a two-year warranty against all material
and manufacturing defects, and a five-year warranty
on the heating elements. Full warranty information
is provided with each appliance.

All Convectair heating units are equipped with shortcircuit protection for optimal safety, even in areas that
are damp or subject to splashes.
Convectair offers a vast range of electrical heating units
to meet every need and suit any decor. It’s heating at
its very best!

No
more

Sold and installed by your electrical contractor

w w w. c o n v e c t a i r. c o m

1-800-463-6478
Fax: 1-877-434-3166 (toll-free)
E-mail: support@convectair.com
Convectair-NMT Inc.
Ste-Thérèse, Québec,
Canada

Convectair, Inc.
Seattle, WA
USA
06WA 1080 (15M)

Convectair ultra-precise, built-in electronic
thermostat…accurate up to 1/5°F (1/10°C)

In keeping with our ongoing commitment to
research and development, we reserve the right to
change product specifications without notice.

Printed in Canada

Why heat the whole house
when it's just the bathroom that feels cold?

Depending on the programs you select, the Programmer system automatically sends signals to each Convectair
unit under its control, lowering or raising the individual room temperature to the comfort level you desire. The
module can manage up to 20 Convectair heating units at a time (except the Soprano and Apéro models). You benefit
from personalized heating that is perfectly suited to your daily schedule and needs, day and night. Requires a
7382, 7383, 7384, 7300, 7715, 7720 or 7792 Convectair heater and appropriate wiring.

Disponible en français

shivers!
www.convectair.com

DIVA
Heat wave !
This sleek model will heat your bathroom and
warm your towels. Equipped with a timer for
quick heating and a function selector, the entire
surface of the Diva produces radiant heat,
which can be combined with hot air circulation
from the bottom grille. The Diva is equipped
with 2 pegs, 2 towel bars and an easy-to-clean
lint filter.

BOLÉRO
Everything you're
looking for

OPERA
A sunny corner
for your bathroom

The Boléro, an elegant classic, allows you to
choose the type of heating you prefer:
radiant heat (750 W), radiant heat and hot-air
circulation (2000 W) or room-temperature air
circulation.

The Opera is ideal for rooms where fitting
in a heating unit is a challenge.
This streamlined model easily tucks into a
corner and radiates heat silently and efficiently. The Opera – an innovative solution to your space problems – features a
built-in electronic thermostat and is compatible with the Programmer system.

Heat can be controlled through an electronic
thermostat or built-in timer. The Boléro is
equipped with 2 pegs and 3 reversible and
adjustable towel bars, as well as an easy-toclean filter.

Radiant heat surface: 500 W
Radiant heat and hot air : 1500 W (240 V)
Programmable
White only

Two optional towel bars transform the
Opera into a towel warmer without affecting heat quality.

Combined heating : 2000 W (240 V)
Programmable
White only

SOPRANO
Small
but mighty !
This unit aims hot air downward
and heats your bathroom in a
flash. An optional timer control or
a thermostat (sold separately)
provides extra-quick heating just
when you want it, for as long as
you want. It’s a definite space
saver and is ideal for cramped
spaces. It can be installed high up
on a wall or above a door, and is
sure to warm you up from head to
toe!
750 or 1 500 W (120 V, 240 V)
Control not included
Not programmable
White only

750 or 1250 W (240 V)
Programmable
White or greige

CALYPSO
The warmth of a
tropical breeze...
instantly !

SAMBA
Streamlined,
silent and
efficient

The unique and ingenious Calypso is an
innovative electric heater designed specially for your bathroom. Combining a
quiet fan and timer, this unit allows you
to select electronic thermostat-controlled
heating (1000 W) or the quick-heat
option (2000 W) for up to 30 minutes.
The Calypso is also equipped with an
easy-to-clean lint filter and is compatible
with the Programmer system. Mounted
10" (25 cm) off the floor, the Calypso is
always easy to get to… without ever
getting in the way.

The Samba, which is ideal for
bathrooms, is a built-in unit
with a visible thickness of just
1 5/8" (4,1 cm). Compatible with
the Programmer system, its natural convection heating, controlled by a built-in electronic
thermostat, is absolutely silent.
With the timer-controlled quickheat option, you can attain the
ideal comfort level even
faster.

1000 / 2000 W (240 V)
750 / 1500 W (120 V)
Programmable (240 V only)
White or off-white (Canada only)

1000 / 2000 W (240 V)
Programmable
White only

JAZZ
Modern
and efficient
Thanks to its flexible, easy-to-use
heating controls, the Jazz keeps your
bathroom temperature in tune with
your needs. Natural convection heat
is controlled by an electronic thermostat to give you quiet, comfortable,
even heat throughout your bathroom.
The built-in timer and function selector allow you to choose just the right
combination of time and heat for soft,
warm towels. The heat is blown
through the holes in the towel bars.
And in the summer, you can select
room-temperature ventilation to dry
wet towels.
1000 / 2000 W (240 V)
750 / 1500 W (120 V)
Programmable (240 V only)
White only

